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7-Day Wintersports & Wine Tour
Visit Georgia with all the natural beauty that it has to offer. From the highest mountains in Europe until
the endless wine fields. An ancient culture full of traditions when it comes to hospitability. During the tour
all meals, local drinks during dinner and lunch are included. The activities with an asterisk are excluded.
The meals are full and comprehensive. As soon as the tour starts you will be able to taste all the luscious
delights that Georgia has to offer.
During the road trip we use Soviet cars to get around. Of course our guests get the chance to drive these
old-timers. The old automobiles suit the landscapes perfectly, whether you’re in or outside them. It gives
the trip the extra charm and authenticity. And not unimportantly, it provides for a lot of interaction with
people along the road. Since we are travelling with old-timers there is always a mechanic present during
the trip.
The Caucasian mountain range is as undiscovered as it is perfectly suiting for winter sport. Waiting times
for lifts are normally within the minute and the slopes are empty. Because the mountain range is situated
much higher than for instance the Alps there is almost always fresh powder snow from December until
the end of March. You are in the middle of nature, besides a few villages the endless mountains peaks are
all you’ll be surrounded with while you go down on the slopes.
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Day 1-3: The roadtrip starts by preparing
our Volga’s, Niva’s and Lada’s. We hit
the Georgian Military Highway up north.
Soon after departure the mountain
peaks of the Caucasus Mountain Range
will appear. With a view stops at
beautiful viewing points along the way
we soon make it up to Gudauri. Our first
encounter with the Georgian slopes will
soon follow. The eleven lifts and
gondola’s bring us to astonishing
heights of 3500 meter. Look over
Russian, Chechen and many other
mountains before you descend. At night we have our first Supra in the mountains, warm yourself up with
home-made chacha and the most delicious foods that Georgia had to offer.
Day 4: To have a change of sceneries we have the option to discover the wider area by snow scooter*. For
the more adventurous lot you can get a bird’s eye view of the greater Kazbegi region from the sky. With
a professional and experienced
instructor you’ll paraglide* over
the mountain range. The peace
and quiet when tour up there is
unimaginable.
For those that just want to be
on the slopes and know there is
still a lot left undiscovered after
just being in the Gudauri ski
resort for a few days the snow
covered mountains are always
there for the taking.
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Day 5: Georgia is one of the few places
left that still offers heliskiing*.
Adventurous and a way to enjoy your
descend in total silence with just the
birds and crisp sounds of the snow
under you.
Day 6: Time to dive into Georgian
culture a bit more. Georgia is the
birthplace of wine. Remains of Georgian
traditional wine making have been
discovered and they date back to 8000
years ago. Kakheti, the region we cruise
to today, is known as THE wine region the country. First we visit the one of the oldest and biggest wine
producers of Georgia. Afterwards we visit a small winery situated right at the home of the Milorava family,
small and authenthic wines grown right in the yard and made with ‘’qvevri’s’’. We spent the night in Telavi,
here our guesthouse offers us a typical Kakhetian supra. Kakhetians are masters of the barbeque, using
exclusively wine branches to roast the food.
Day 7: We take
the beautiful
Gombori pass
down
to
Tbilisi. A road
made for road
trips and one
that will make
you feel like
you have been
driving
a
Soviet car all
your life. As
the city dooms
up it is time to
release the mountain cold that we might have brought with us. ‘’Tbili’’ means warm in Georgian, and the
natural hot spring surrounding the city define a lot of Tbilisi’s history. We visit the oldest and most
historical part of town where the century old bathhouses are located. After a week in the mountains this
is the way to relax ‘’Georgian style’’. The harsh looking messages are complementary.
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